Rules for the Allocation of Apparatus

Affiliated Federations may ask the FIG to help them purchasing apparatus. Such a help shall be conditional upon the following terms and conditions.

Whatever the case, the application shall be submitted in writing to the FIG Office.

The decision to grant an aid shall be made by the Presidential Commission provided that its total amount does not exceed the amount provided for in the annual budget.

In specific cases the President may advise to submit the application to the Foundation Board.

The latter shall study the application within the limits of its available budget.

The following criteria should be abided by in principle:

- First priority to be given to applications for apparatus of Olympic disciplines. As to remaining disciplines, applications shall be approved subject to available budget resources.
- Second priority to be given to applications by Federations enjoying a high gymnastics tradition but having poor financial resources or having gone through a major natural disaster (e.g. fire, flood, etc.).
- Third priority to be given to Federations which very actively participate in several disciplines and regularly attend other FIG events such as Congresses, symposiums, etc.
- Eventually to new Federations with gymnasts having a fair technical level and having organised or taken part in FIG Academies.

No aid shall be granted to Federations which:

- Did not fulfil their financial dues towards the FIG
- Underwent disciplinary proceedings
- Have a dispute with another Federation
- Did not participate in FIG events (Congresses, events, etc.)

This Regulation was drawn up by the EC. It may be modified at the request of EC members upon a 6-month notice.

Approved by the EC at its meeting dated February 23, 2012 in Lausanne / SUI.
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